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Deuteronomy 6:9 

And you shall inscribe them upon the doorposts of your 
house and upon your gates.   בְּתָם יָך: ּוכְתַ יֶתָך ּובִׁשְעָרֶ עַל מְזֻזֹות ּבֵ  

Targum Onkelos ad. loc 

ְָך ּובְתַרְעְָך י בֵית ן ּבְסִּפֵ , וְתִקְּבְעִּנּו ְָין ְזֹוז ַל מ ֹוִבּנּון ע ִכְּת .ְות  

And you shalt write them upon the doorposts, and affix them to the lintels of your house, and upon your gates. 

 

1. Requirements to have the obligation to put a Mezuzah  - Mishneh 
Torah; Hilkhot Torah, Tefillin and Mezuzot: 6:1  

1. There are ten requirements that must be met by a house for the person who dwells within to be 
obligated to affix a mezuzah. If one of the requirements is lacking, there is no obligation for 
a mezuzah. They are: 
a) for the area [of the dwelling] to be four cubits by four cubits or more;1 
b) for it to have two doorposts; 
c) for it to have a lintel; 
d) for it to have a roof; 
e) for it to have doors2; 
f) for the entrance to be at least ten handbreadths high; 
g) for the dwelling not to be consecrated; 

																																																													
1 A cubit is approximately 48 centimeters according to Shiurei Torah, and 58 centimeters according to the Chazon Ish. 

2 The Ra'avad, Rabbenu Asher, and others differ with the Rambam's opinion. In a responsum attributed to the Rambam, 
his view is explained as follows: The Torah states that a mezuzah should be placed "on your gates." This expression 
implies an entrance with doors.The Shulchan Aruch (Yoreh De'ah 286:15) obligates us to place a mezuzah even on entrances 
which do not have doors. Nevertheless, in deference to the Rambam's opinion, the Siftei Cohen 286:25 states that a 
person should not recite a blessing when affixing such a mezuzah. (See also Halachah 5.) 



h) for it to be intended for human habitation3; 
i) for it to be intended to be used for a dignified dwelling; 
j) for it to be a permanent dwelling. 

2. Rooms and places in the house that are exempted from the obligation: 
Mishneh Torah; Hilkhot Torah, Tefillin and Mezuzot: 6:7 and 9 

Rav Kahana interprets it according to his line of reasoning: Your house means your house that is 
designated for your residence, to the exclusion of a storehouse for hay, and a cattle barn, and a woodshed, and a 

storehouse (Yoma 11a) 

• Storage Rooms 

7. A storage house for straw, a barn for cattle, a woodshed, or [other] storage rooms do not require 
a mezuzah [as can be inferred from Deuteronomy 6:9, which requires that a mezuzah be placed on] 
"your homes" - i.e., a house which is set aside for your use4 - thus excluding the above and their like. 
Therefore, [if] a barn [is also used] by women as a dressing room, it requires a mezuzah, since it is 
used as a dwelling by a human being. A guardhouse, an excedra, a porch, a garden, and a corral do 
not require a mezuzah since they are not dwellings. If dwellings which require a mezuzah open up to 
these structures, they require a mezuzah. 

• Toilets and not permanent places 

… Any house that is not designated for residence both for the summer and for the rainy season is not that of a 
house and therefore does not require a mezuzah… A temporary residence is not obligated in the mitzva of mezuza. 

(Talmud Yoma 10a) 

9 A toilet, a bathhouse, a mikveh, a tannery, and the like, do not require a mezuzah, since they do 
not constitute a dignified dwelling. 

3. The Temple, the synagogues and the Beit HaMidrash - Mishneh Torah; 
Hilkhot Torah, Tefillin and Mezuzot: 6: 6 

The synagogues are "sanctuaries in microcosm" (Megillah 29a) 

																																																													
3 Therefore, the verse states: House; just as a house is a place that is designated for residence and is obligated in the 
mitzva of mezuza, so too all similar structures are obligated. This is to the exclusion of those structures that are not 
designated for residence but for other purposes, which are exempt from the mitzva of mezuza. (Yoma 11b) 

4 i.e., for human habitation. This principle is not accepted by all authorities. Based on the opinion of the Tur and others, 
the Shulchan Aruch (Yoreh De'ah 286:1-2) requires that a mezuzah be affixed to such structures. 



[The gates to] the Temple Mount, its chambers, courtyards, and, similarly, entrances to synagogues 
and houses of study5 which do not have apartments in which people live do not require mezuzot, 
because they are consecrated. A synagogue in a village in which guests reside requires a mezuzah. 
Similarly, a synagogue in a metropolis, if it has an apartment, requires a mezuzah. All the gates in the 
Temple complex did not have mezuzot, with the exception of the Gate of Nicanor and those further 
within, and the entrance to the Chamber of Parhedrin, because this chamber served as a dwelling for 
the High Priest during the seven days when he was separated [from his home in preparation for 
the Yom Kippur service]. 

4. The City entrances - Mishneh Torah; Hilkhot Torah, Tefillin and 
Mezuzot: 6: 8 

The Sages taught with regard to the verse: “And you will write them upon the doorposts of your houses and upon your 
gates” (Deuteronomy 6:9): With regard to the gates of houses, and the gates of courtyards, and the gates of cities, and 

the gates of towns, all of them are obligated in the mitzva of mezuza in that place, due to the fact that it is stated: 
“And you will write them upon the doorposts of your houses and upon your gates.” (Yoma 11a) 

8 Accordingly, gates to courtyards, gates to alleys, and gates to cities and towns, all require 
a mezuzah, since houses which require a mezuzah open up to them. Even when there are ten 
structures leading one to each other, should the innermost one require a mezuzah, they all require 
[mezuzot]. Therefore, [our Sages] stated: A gate which opens up from a garden to a courtyard 
requires a mezuzah. 

5. Bonus: Other traditions 

Karaite 

In Karaite Judaism the deuteronomic verse "And you shall write them on the 
doorposts of your houses and your gates" (Deuteronomy 5:9; 11:20) is interpreted to 
be a metaphor and not as referring to the Rabbanite mezuzah. Thus Karaites do not 
traditionally use mezuzot, but put up a little plaque in the shape of the two Tables of 
the Law with the Ten Commandments. (Wikipedia, Mezuzah) 

Samaritan 

The Samaritans interpret the deuteronomic commandment to mean displaying 
any select text from the Samaritan version of the five Books of Moses. This 
can contain a blessing or a particularly holy or uplifting message. In the past 
they placed a stone plaque inscribed with the Ten Commandments above the 
house door, some examples dating back to the Byzantine (4th-7th century) 
and Early Muslim (7th-11th century) periods being now shown in the Israel 

																																																													
5 Since students often eat and sleep in a house of study, it is customary to place mezuzot there (Tur, Yoreh De'ah 286). 
The Shulchan Aruch (286:10) suggests affixing a mezuzah without reciting a blessing beforehand 



Museum in Jerusalem. Nowadays a Samaritan mezuzah is usually made of either marble, a wooden 
plate, or a sheet of parchment or high quality paper, on which they inscribe select verses from the 
Samaritan Torah. This they place either above the house door, or inside the house, in the entrance 
hall or at a prominent place on a large wall. These mezuzot are found in every Samaritan household 
as well as in the synagogue (Wikipedia, Mezuzah)  

For more information: http://www.israelite-samaritans.com/religion/tefillin-mezuzot/  
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Whoever wears tefillin on his head and arm, wears tzitzit on his garment, and has a mezuzah on his entrance, can be 
assured that he will not sin, because he has many who will remind him. These are the angels, who will prevent him 
from sinning, as [Psalms 34:8] states: "The angel of God camps around those who fear Him and protects them." 

(Mishneh Torah; Hilkhot Torah, Tefillin and Mezuzot: 6:13) 

 

Main Sources of Hilkhot Mezuzah in the Talmud: Yoma 10a-11b and Menachot 43a-44b 


